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Executive Summary

This report is about how to restructure the Human resource of the ABC Bank in order to best
fit in the current global market as well as for long term survival in the market.
Firstly this report explains about the bank’s historical development, current market stage and
the development of human capital.
Secondly explains about the current recruitment policy that exist within the bank and using
appropriate HRD models, how it can be improved and what changes can be done to it in order
to align with its development process and the environmental variations.
Next explains about the classical theories of motivation and propose a hybrid theory which
matches the bank in order to develop its human capital and to motivate them in order to
provide a better service to both customers and the organization.
Finally discusses about the challenges that can arise when restructuring the HRD process of
the bank and some management techniques which can be utilized in order to manage
concurrent operational changes.
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01. Introduction
ABC Bank is a leading commercial bank in Sri Lanka owned by the government with more
than 735 branches and more than 8,000 staff. It’s in operation since 1961, under banking act.
From inception to now it has been the most awarded and leading bank in the country.
(People's Bank, 2014)
ABC bank is providing many banking and financial services to its customers like current
account facilities, loan facilities, pawning, leasing and investment schemes etc. This report is
about how the human capital of ABC bank can be restructured in order to survive in the
market space and to survive in the global market, both short and in the long run.

2.0 The Organization
2.1 Historical Development of the Company together with its HR practices
ABC bank started its operations in 1961 and now it is a 54 year old government bank in Sri
Lanka. Its motto is to be the “Pulse of the People”. Using this motto, the bank has been able
to catch up a large market space and win customers hearts towards it.
People bank grows on a daily basis with government recognition while constantly adding
innovative services and practices to its business to survive in the market.
The bank today has more than 735 branches and more than 3000 ATM locations in order to
provide a better and broaden services to its customers. It has AA+ credit rating according to
the Fitch ratings. (People's Bank, 2014)
When looking at the recent performance highlights of the bank, ABC bank was able to win
many awards like ‘Slim brand excellence’ continuously since 2006. Also has won several
awards in 2014 at the world finance banking award ceremony for being the best banking
group and the most sustainable bank in Sri Lanka. Currently bank has the largest savings base
exceeding 318 billion and the profit before tax of 17,231 million in 2014. Bank has recorded
a 1 trillion balance sheet for the first time of their history.
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2.2 Company’s Current Market Context
Today ABC bank is providing many services like various types of accounts, pawning
facilities, loan facilities (Guru Setha, pension loans), corporate banking services and also
foreign exchange facilities etc. (People's Bank, 2014)
Banking industry is highly competitive in today’s context. All the banks are competing for
the same customer base and for the same target market. So the banks in the current market are
introducing various innovative products and services like 365 days banking, 24/7 banking
services, card less cash, new types of accounts like salary saver etc. which would provide
more benefits to its clientele and this would lead to target many more customers as well as
widen their target audience. In order to survive in the current competitive market, ABC bank
introduced some innovative accounts like Relax, Green banking accounts; Wealth planner
etc. One reason for its survival in the market is being a government bank. The other
competitive advantage is that the bank has its loyal staff.

2.3 Profile of the Company’s Human Capital
Human capital of the bank is a critical success factor to it, because ABC bank is a service
providing organization that provides an intangible service. Quality and the advancement of
the bank’s service depends on its staff performance. Because the level and the extent of
service that its staff is willing to provide to the customer depends on the attitude and the
mentality of the staff members which subsequently decides the performance of the bank.
ABC bank relies on the loyal staff members, therefore it is more considerate about its
employees. Currently ABC bank has more than 8,000 employees who work towards the
bank’s success. Bank heavily invests for the training and development requirements of its
staff and provides dynamic training facilities in various ways such as arranging separate
training programs for the top management, for the non-managerial staff in branch level and in
the regional level etc. (Aswathappa, 2005)

2.4 Current HR practices and the Current HR Model(s) of the Company
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The HR model that is used by ABC bank is more towards the Best Practice Model.
According to the Honson (2000) best practice model describes as a HR method and system
that has universal, additive and positive effects on organizational performance.
ABC Bank is heavily investing on the employee motivational programs by providing both
cash and non-cash benefits to its employees. (People's Bank, 2014)
Cash benefits that the bank gives to its employees are comparatively high monthly salaries,
incentive bonuses, annual bonuses, exceptional loan facilities far below the market rates etc.
And the non-cash benefits are, career development and training facilities, medical care
schemes, gymnasium memberships, special discount & rates for hotels, outbound fun
activities for family etc.
These benefits are very essential in terms of its human capital ultimately to the survival of
ABC bank and to grow and survive in the market. Since bank is all about money, loyal staff
members are the very key factor that drives the organization towards it success. Due to this,
when recruiting new staff, loyalty and honesty is prioritized and back ground searches take
place if and whenever needed.
When analyzing the bank’s human resource practice, using the best practice model, it is more
compatible with the ‘best practice model’. (Ronald, Sims, 2007)
According to Pfeiffer (1998) one element of the best practice model is Job security. ABC
bank’s job security is very high compared to other banks because ABC bank is a government
bank and provides & applies the state job security policies, also the staff is entitled for the
government pension scheme and all other government employment privileges. Another
reward is having high wages in order to avoid frauds & cash theft since the bank heavily
involves with monetary activities which also leads to employee retention. High level of
training opportunities, bank frequently arranges training camps in branch level and in
regional level for all of its employees and gives chances to broaden up their knowledge &
skills more and more. ABC bank has a separate training school as well. Another factor is
‘teamwork’. Bank promotes team work especially at branch level and allocates targets branch
wise and regional wise so the team work and the unity builds up very well in both within the
organization. (People's Bank, 2014)
According to the facts it is clear that ABC bank’s Human Resource model is more towards
the Best practice model. (Ronald, Sims, 2007)
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3.0 Recruitment & Selection Practices of the Company
3.1 Critical Analysis of the Recruitment and Selection Practices
ABC bank uses a traditional recruitment process in order to recruit staff to the bank. Since
ABC bank is a government bank all the recruitments should be done by using government
gazette notice. Bank recruits its operational level staff at two levels that is recruitment of
customer service assistants who are having O\L and A|L qualifications and recruitment of
management trainees who are UGC approved degree holders or any equivalent professionally
qualified personnel. Other than these two categories, for non-operational positions like law,
IT, security jobs bank recruits employees when and if there is a need. When recruiting new
blood to ABC bank, it is more concerned to create a gender balance and to recruit staff
members who are widely spread within all the geographical regions of the country.
(Aswathappa, 2005)


Identify needs of the employees

When recruiting new blood, bank first situationally identifies the need of the employees. This
is identified by analyzing the future retirement staff percentage, market conditions, future
plans of the bank and by looking at the average staff turnover ratio.


Position description

Having identified the need for future staff, develops the position description, this is done
based on the job description and the nature of the job and also based on the market
conditions. Usually in order to apply as a customer service assistant, the candidate should
have Distinction passes for Mathematics and English Language and should poses at least 3
credit passes for A\L in any stream (example: commerce, science, math). Management
trainees should have a degree with a class from a recognized university. The age limit is
decided based on the education system and the market conditions. (Ronald, Sims, 2007)



Develop a recruitment plan
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Next step is to develop the recruitment plan. When designing the recruitment plan, bank
decides what steps to be followed in order to recruit new people. Such as whether they are
going for internal recruitment or external recruitment, what procedures to be followed in the
selection process and the time period that they are going to finish the recruitment process
within, the age limits, the required level of qualification, how many interviews that they are
going to handle, what areas are going to be tested in the exams are some of the main areas
that are decided at the recruitment plan. (Ronald, Sims, 2007)


Implement the recruitment plan

After designing the recruitment plan the next step is to implement it in practice in order to
filter the most suitable candidates towards the bank. First the approval for the recruitment
plan should come from the board of directors and from the HR authorization. Normally it
publishes its recruitment notices in the government gazette, and apart from that on the
national newspapers and on their official web site.


Review applications and short listing

After receiving the applications, the applications which are not compatible with the bank
advertisement, such ones like not having required qualifications, exceed of required age limit
will be filtered and rejected. After rejection suitable candidates are short listed for the next
stages of the selection process.


Call for the examination

Hence they will arrange an examination for the short listed applicants. Based on the exam
results they will decide the cut off marks for each and every district and call in selected
candidates for the interviews. (Rao, 2007)


Calling for interviews

Based on the exam results cut off marks then the suitable candidates will be selected for the
interview process. At the interviews the management get the chance to have a face to face
two way communication with the candidates and the opportunity to measure the perception
and the attitude of them towards the bank.


Selection & hire
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This is the final stage of the recruitment. After going through an interview process the most
appropriate and dynamic individuals are being selected. Thereon they will be sent through a
dynamic training series before they actually start working in the bank.

3.2 Recommendations to Enhance the Recruitment and Selection Practices
The prevailing process is way too traditional and slow in terms of time. Due to this time
consumption there is a possibility that most suitable candidates may go for other competitors
or for other alternatives. Therefore the recruitment process should be completed within 5 to
10 months. Or else, it is too costly to recruit new employees to the organization. (People's
Bank, 2014)
Another weakness is high level of political involvement. Since ABC bank is a government
bank there is a high level of political involvements for the recruitment process. Because of
this the bank may not be able to recruit the right staff for the right job. To avoid this,
recruitment process can be outsourced to a recruitment agency and can recruit most suitable
employees with less political involvement. (Aswathappa, 2005)
Biasness towards the staff member’s relatives and children is another weakness. To eliminate
this, staff members should not be allowed to influence the recruitment committee in any way.
Candidates of the relative staff causing any actions of forcing / influencing, should be
disqualified.
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4.0 Human Resource Development (HRD) Practices of the Company
4.1 Critical Evaluation of the HRD practices of the Company
Human resource development is the framework for helping employees to develop their
personal and organizational skills, knowledge, capabilities and abilities. Further, HRD covers
Performance

evaluation

and

Professional

development

as

well.

Personal
Development

Organizational
Developmet

Human
Resource
Development

Professional
Development

Performance
Evaluation

Figure 1 - Human Resource Development

4.1.1

Training

When considering about the ABC bank its HRD process developed in order to meet all these
four aspects. According to the annual report of 2014, it says that the ABC Bank is having
comprehensive training and development calendar for a year and that training programs helps
to keep employees under one umbrella of learning & professionally grooming. Bank is
providing training not only relevant for the job role but also to help uplift their individual
skills and capabilities.
4.1.2 Development

ABC bank has a separate school for training and a department for training and development.
This department is designing both job related and personal related training programs in
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various places. Mostly they are organizing training programs in five star or three star hotels
while employees gets the opportunity to learn the table etiquettes also to interact with peers
from other branches which enables them to increase their professional bond.
They also conduct extra-curricular activities such as coaching camps for sports activities.
And organize matches for cricket, basketball, netball etc. at inter-bank level and national
level.
4.1.3

Learning

Also bank organizes purely job related trainings continually for example they will conduct a
series of training programs to employees in order to thorough their knowledge if there is a
new loan or new account handling process.
ABC bank invests considerable amounts of money annually in order to broaden their staff
knowledge to provide a better service to the customers that includes internal banking exams
where they can climb their professional ladder within the bank itself.
Also organizes regional wise training. So it will give a better chance to all the employees to
participate for the trainings without having to travel to the head office. Bank’s environment is
highly volatile and competitive. Central Bank and the parliament also does changes and
implement rules on the activities. So the bank always needs to be aware on those changes and
to provide details regarding these changes within training programs. Not only the training and
development department but also the other departments help organizing trainings on the
employee professional development. For example internal audit department in 2014 has
conducted a training on anti-corruption policies and procedures. And that training helped
employees on their professional development. By training on various aspects of the banking
activities employees will be able to develop their professional career further. (Ronald, Sims,
2007)
4.1.4

Career Progression

These on the job and off the job trainings, helps the bank also to develop as an organization.
By training its staff, it will help to serve better to the customers and to create more educated,
knowledgeable professionals to the bank. This is an asset to ABC bank in the long run.
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Training programs are directly effective to the performance and the productivity of the staff.
Consequently training programs will increase their knowledge on the subject area and they
will be able to perform their duties well without constant observation or instructions or even
errors and mistakes. This will help them to show a better productivity level. (Ronald, Sims,
2007)

4.2 Recommendations to Enhance the HRD of the Company
In order to further develop the training and development process ABC bank can do the
following;
Encourage employees to participate in the training programs
Current situation is that employees are participating for the training sessions because it is
mandatory to participate. Due to this reason they are not prepared nor are they enthusiastic. If
the employees are aware of the gravity and the importance or how it can help to improve their
personal life and professional career then they would be more profound about their
participation.
Encourage team work in training sessions
Rather than just having monotonous speaking throughout the training sessions, it will be
more effective & exciting for the participants if can encourage more of team building
activities. Employees will more actively participate rather than sitting all day long, day
dreaming during the training sessions. That will help to increase both team bond and the
participation. (Rao, 2007)
Encourage exchange of two way communications
Training sessions should be encouraged with two way communication between the resource
person and the participants. Then the training sessions would be more interesting and will
help discuss & share the knowledge among each other.
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5.0 Staff Motivation
5.1 Critical Evaluation of Classical Motivation Theories
There are three main theories included in classical theories of motivation. They are,


Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs



Herzberg’s Two factor Theory



Theory X and Theory Y

Maslow’s hierarchy of needs

From this theory he is trying to say that there are many factors that influence a person to be
motivated. He has explained that motivational factors are like a hierarchy, people go one step
to another after being satisfied with one layer. (Ronald, Sims, 2007)

Self actualization
needs
Esteem needs

Belongingness

Safety needs

Physiological needs

Figure 2 - Maslow’s hierarchy of needs

First level of need is Physiological needs it consists of basic needs like food, rest, hunger, sex
etc. As an organization when motivating employees first should look at whether they are
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happy with the basic needs they have or no point of motivating them by giving promotions,
recognition etc.
After satisfying the first level then the next level of need emerges, that is safety needs. Where
management should motivate its staff by providing a safety working environment.
Following step would be belongingness which is affiliation, and feeling of being an important
part of the organization. In decision making management can get the employees involved in
brain storming sessions & in micro decision making process.
Esteem needs is about recognition, Self-respect etc. By giving promotions the esteem needs
can be satisfied.
Self-actualization level is the top level of the hierarchy that is about achieving maximum
satisfaction. (Aswathappa, 2005)
According to the Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, it is very difficult to identify what stage of the
hierarchy that the employees are in. And also according to him the needs emerge step by step.
Therefore it is difficult to measure if the employees are satisfied with what they have now
and whether they would be happy to go to the next step. Also all the staff members are not in
one layer. They will be in different layers for example for a manager there is no point of
providing food. It may not motivate him. Instead they may be motivated by promotions. But
according to the Maslow, people can’t go to higher layers bypassing other layers.
According to Herzberg there are two types of motivators. One is motivators and the other is
Hygiene. Motivational factors such as achievement, recognition and responsibility helps to
increase motivation and Hygiene factors help to reduce dissatisfaction such as money, status,
security, supervision etc.
When motivating employees, management must be careful on the hygiene factors and the
management should organize the hygiene factors in a positive way in order to reduce the
dissatisfaction. For example the supervision should be done without dissatisfying the
employees.
The weaknesses in this theory is that there is no criteria to identify the motivating factors and
the hygiene factors. And only elimination of dissatisfaction elements is not enough to a
person to be motivated. They must be given personal development opportunities.
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This theory was introduced by McGregor and he identified two kinds of employees that is
‘X’ and ‘Y’.
‘X’ type of employees should always be threatened in order to do a task. They are not likely
to work on their own, not ambitious. They will work only if they are under observation,
should always be under instructions or by force and by using strict rules and regulations can
get them to do an assigned task.
‘Y’ type of employees are willing to work on their own, responsible, creative. They do not
necessarily need rules and they can & will work with minimum supervision.
In one organization two kinds of motivational schemes cannot be implemented. Also at a
glance it is difficult to differentiate and identify ‘X’ and ‘Y’ type of people.

5.2 Proposed Hybrid Motivation Theory / Model
As a service providing organization its success depends on its staff. In order to motivate the
staff, bank can utilize financial and non-financial benefits as motivational mediums.
Financial factors of motivation
Almost all the bank’s activities involves money. Therefore staff always deals with money. To
avoid theft or fraud they should be given a satisfactory salary and to keep the motivation
going on, they should be rewarded with incentives, bonuses etc.
Non-financial factors
Staff should also be motivated using non-monetary factors like promotions based on
performance appraisals and be awarded in recognition for best performance. This could be
team wise, branch wise or even at inter branch level. This concept could be taken in to a
different level by organizing annual awarding ceremonies where staff will find it more
vibrant and exciting when they are being awarded in front of their peers and colleagues.
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06. Change Management within the Company
6.1 Proposed change to a HR practice or HR policy of the company
When changes take place in the human resource management of the bank, resistance may
arise. As they are introduced with new methods of recruitment, new systems of training and
development and new techniques of motivating comes to play, some of its staff may act
resistant to the new change. This mainly occur because most of the employees of the bank are
senior in age, they may think that these new motivational methods may reduce their current
benefits, or it may seem as a threat to them. (Aswathappa, 2005)

6.2 Change Management Process
When the required qualifications increases for applicants to the bank, existing staff may feel
threatened as they might fear the competition of working with qualified and talented staff.
They might think that it would affect their promotions.
When trying to avoid unwanted political impacts towards the staff recruitment there can be
political threats to the top management as well.
Another challenge would be in training and development programs where staff may be
reluctant to participate thinking that it is time consuming and costly.

6.3 Critical Analysis of the Possible Challenges
Resistance from the trade unions on recruiting external staff rather than giving priority to
internal staff is another challenge that ABC bank can face while restructuring its Human
resource process.
Not giving direct prominence and recognition only to the staff member’s children, might
cause resistance in the bank’s existing staff.
Offering of promotions to the right staff as a non-financial motivational factor may not make
each and every staff member happy due to some personal conflicts or attitude problems or
impressions they might have on others.
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6.4 Recommendations to overcome the challenges

In order to implement a successful change, Lewin /Schein’s 3 step model can be used. This
model consists of 3 steps that are;


Unfreeze



Change



Refreeze.

Unfreezing: Before triggering the actual change, the resistance & the change can be identified
well in advance if some actions can be taken to introduce and communicate about it to the
staff via managers and circulars / surveys. With regards to the upcoming change this further
helps to get ideas of staff.
Introducing change: Having identified the possible resistance that can occur and by getting
necessary actions to minimize these challenges, the change can be put to place. Change
would be best when introduced with prior communication and was explained about the
benefits that follows with it which would be encouraging for the staff to look at it in a
positive manner and adapt accordingly. (Ronald, Sims, 2007)
Final step is refreezing: After introducing the change bank should look at whether the change
introduced is practical & compatible with the organizational culture and whether it supports
towards its vision and the mission. Refreezing can be done using staff training on new
methods and encouraging them to communicate their difficulties to the top management and
by giving opportunities to participate and overcome their working obstacles etc.
By using these three steps ABC bank will be able to successfully restructure its Human
capital in order to survive and to grow in the competitive market and to provide a better
service to its customers and its staff.

07. Conclusion
If ABC bank wants to remain in the market and to keep the market place, they have to
effectively restructure their human capital. Since it is a service providing business
organization human resource is the utmost vital factor to the organization. Further bank
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should avoid or at least minimize the political involvement in their recruitment process and
should give priority to recruiting more talented & right for the job kind of work pool. And
also the employees should be given more focused training and development programs and
they should be motivated with both financial and non-financial rewards.
With a talented and a loyal workforce, ABC bank can compete with its business competitors
in the market and can thrive to be the best bank in Sri Lanka.
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